
Jeep Renegade
Maya / Arnold / Substance / Nuke
A project created in collaboration with an effects artist under the mentorship of 
artists from The Mill (NY). The purpose of this project was to seamlessly integrate a 
CG car into a live action plate. The original plates were shot with a Cannon 5D Mark 
III (clean plate, shadow plate, HDR, gray ball, perspective cube). Rendered in Arnold 
and composited in Nuke. Responsible for all aspects (texturing, shading, lighting, 
rendering, compositing), excluding the Jeep model, animation, and tire burn smoke 
effect. A more detailed breakdown is available on my process blog.

Tender Loving
Maya / Arnold / Nuke
A short film inspired by the true story of David Deutchman, a retiree who visits the 
NICU and cares for infants in Atlanta, Georgia. This film was created over the 
course of ten weeks as part of a senior thesis project with the help of thirty other 
artists. Rendered in Arnold, and composited in Nuke. Responsible for master 
lighting the NICU, shot lighting, and compositing.

Backlash      
Maya / Arnold / Mari / Nuke
A collaborative project mentored by DreamWorks Animation. The goal of this 
project was to create a photo-realistic environment that tells a story without the 
use of characters. This ten-week project was structured using a typical production 
method, from conception and pre-visualization to rendering and compositing. 
Textures painted in Mari, rendered in Arnold, and composited in Nuke. Responsible 
for concept, all lighting and compositing, as well as modeling and surfacing scene 
elements. A more detailed breakdown is accessible on my process blog.

Tree House Pop-Up Book
Maya / Renderman / Photoshop / After Effects
An introduction to and exploration of Pixar’s rendering software, Renderman.
I chose to portray a pop-up book with a sense of adventure, based on the 
aesthetics of attractions such as the Swiss Family Robinson Tree House in Walt 
Disney World. Much of the tree house model was created using presence maps in 
order to emulate the nature of paper cut-outs. Rendered in Renderman and 
composited in After Effects. Responsible for all aspects (modeling, texturing, 
lighting, rendering, compositing).
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SHOT BREAKDOWN
Genesis
Maya / Arnold / Nuke
An exploration in CG time lapse creation. For my senior thesis project, I worked 
with surfacing artist Jessica Love to transition a street scene from new to old to 
overgrown. The project involved the incorporation of weather effects, transition 
between seasons, time of day change, and rapid decay from lived-in to 
abandoned. Responsible for concept, lighting and compositing. A more detailed 
breakdown is accessible on my process blog.


